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Using Scripture and personal narrative, Courageously Expecting empathizes with and
empowers women to face a pregnancy after loss with faith and courage, despite inevitable
feelings of grief and fear that accompany life after losing a baby.Pregnancy is widely regarded as
the most joyful time in a woman's life, but for the mother who has experienced pregnancy loss, a
subsequent pregnancy can feel like she's holding her breath and hoping for what she can't
control. In Courageously Expecting, Jenny Albers meets women in this difficult season as
someone who has also experienced the worst and cautiously hoped for the best. Through the
telling of her own story, Scripture, and heartfelt prayer, she encourages readers to cling to faith in
the face of fear and guides them tocultivate hope when doubt weighs heavy;realize that the past
does not dictate the present or the future and that God creates a way in the wilderness of grief
and loss;flip the script on the what-if, worst-case-scenario narrative in their minds and learn to
take their thoughts captive; andfind the courage to humble themselves and ask for and accept
help from others. Regardless of where readers are on their pregnancy after loss
journey, Courageously Expecting is a companion to help them through the days when fear
overshadows hope.



PRAISE FOR COURASEOUSLY EXPECTINE“Courageously Expecting helps readers find
strength in themselves and within their faith to bravely open up their mama hearts to hope and
dare to believe in the possibility of bringing home a baby after a previous pregnancy loss.”—
LINDSEY M. HENKE, MSW, LICSW AND FOUNDER OF PREGNANCY AFTER LOSS
SUPPORT (PALS)“Courageously Expecting unfolds the emotional layers of pregnancy after loss
with eloquence, grace, honesty, and sensitivity. We often hear stories about miscarriage and
stillbirth, but rarely do we hear the mother’s heart speaking with such raw emotion and courage.
We feel seen. We feel understood. We feel a lifeline that connects us in loss and recovery.
Through prompts that encourage reflection and letters to our precious babies, Albers gives us a
rare opportunity to process our grief and gain the strength needed to begin once more. For every
woman who has suffered a devastating pregnancy loss and for those who love these women,
this illuminating read will enlighten and lift you and make you believe in the miracle of childbirth
all over again.”—LISA LESHAW, MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELOR AND FREELANCE
WRITER“Courageously Expecting is like a comforting embrace from a friend who understands.
Gently exposing the intricate aches and fears of a pregnancy after loss, Jenny Albers invites
readers to step into this new season of life with expectant hearts and open hands. No matter our
tomorrows, this thirty-day journey of hope and faith serves as a moving testament to the fact that
joy is always on the horizon!”—LIZ MANNEGREN, AUTHOR OF EMBRACE: CLINGING TO
CHRIST THROUGH THE PAIN OF PREGNANCY LOSS“This is the message we need to hear.
Jenny’s words are raw, beautiful, vulnerable, heartfelt, and needed. Courageously Expecting will
bring you comfort in your pain and hope for your tomorrow. Thank you, Jenny, for sharing your
story so others don’t have to walk through this alone.”—LESLIE MEANS, FOUNDER OF HER
VIEW FROM HOME“Jenny Albers has crafted the most magnificent book for women who face
pregnancy after loss. Courageously Expecting meets us at our fears and brilliantly builds our
courage as we embrace the blessing within our womb. With deeply touching words she
addresses every emotionally complex issue of pregnancy after loss. It’s an expertly crafted book
of hope, courage, and faith; a must-read for all mothers. No one should walk this journey alone.
Grab Albers’s hand. She is the friend you need on this walk.”—SARAH PHILPOTT, PHD,
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR OF LOVED BABY: 31 DEVOTIONS HELPING YOU GRIEVE AND
CHERISH YOUR CHILD AFTER PREGNANCY LOSS AND THE GROWING SEASON“Love,
comfort, and understanding pour out of the pages of Courageously Expecting. In sharing her
own story, Jenny helps women feel connected and understood during their own pregnancies
after loss. Her words combine the hope of faith with the rawness of grief, giving her reader
permission to feel both. This book is a beautiful gift to the hearts of brave mothers experiencing
pregnancy after loss.”—KELSEY SCISM, A MULTIPLE-MISCARRIAGE MOM AND WRITER AT
LOVING OUR LORD“Jenny writes with honesty and openness about one of the most vulnerable
experiences a mother can have. Pregnancy after loss tests a woman’s heart, her strength, and



her faith—and Jenny reveals how God meets us in our heartbreak and sustains us in hope.
She’s the kind of friend every mom needs as she navigates the emotional journey of
courageously expecting.”—CAROLYN MOORE, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF AT HER VIEW FROM
HOME“When you are pregnant after a loss, it can be difficult to hold onto hope. But with a book
like Jenny Albers’s Courageously Expecting, it’s like you’re holding hope in your hands. Jenny
creates a safe space for you to place your fears and worries while also creating opportunities for
you to channel hope into your pregnancy after loss experience. During a time that can be so
lonely, this book will be your companion.”—RACHEL WHALEN, FOUNDER OF AN
UNEXPECTED FAMILY OUTING“In Courageously Expecting, Jenny Albers walks alongside the
loss mom through her pregnancy after loss. She beautifully weaves her own journey with the
many challenges moms face during their pregnancies after loss, giving them hope and courage
to face each step. With prayers, reflections, and prompts, Jenny encourages the mom pregnant
after loss to bond with her baby and cling to her faith while she waits to meet her baby. Jenny’s
writing wraps the pregnant after loss mom in love and validation, helping her know she is not
alone.”—VALERIE R. MEEK, OPERATIONS DIRECTOR OF PREGNANCY AFTER LOSS
SUPPORT“When you are pregnant after loss, your journey feels less like a path toward a sure
destination and more like an unexpected free fall into the unknown. As a kind, empathetic
companion, Jenny Albers pastors you through every step—offering you a hand to hold when the
ground shakes beneath you and the free fall seems imminent. Drawing from her tender story of
pregnancy after loss, Jenny uses biblical principles to remind you that hope is possible. Hope for
a living baby, yes. But even more, hope in a living God. In thirty easy-to-read devotions, she
candidly embraces a journey that has no guarantee. And while she doesn’t know your
destination, she knows the terrain. Her gentle and generous words become your lifeline,
reminding you that you are anchored in more than just loss. You are anchored in truth.”—
RACHEL LEWIS, AUTHOR OF UNEXPECTING: REAL TALK ON PREGNANCY LOSS AND
FOUNDER OF BRAVE MAMASCourageously Expecting© 2022 Jenny AlbersAll rights
reserved. No portion of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted
in any form or by any means—electronic, mechanical, photocopy, recording, scanning, or other
—except for brief quotations in critical reviews or articles, without the prior written permission of
the publisher.Published in Nashville, Tennessee, by Nelson Books, an imprint of Thomas
Nelson. Nelson Books and Thomas Nelson are registered trademarks of HarperCollins Christian
Publishing, Inc.Thomas Nelson titles may be purchased in bulk for educational, business,
fundraising, or sales promotional use. For information, please email
SpecialMarkets@ThomasNelson.com.Unless otherwise noted, Scripture quotations are taken
from The Holy Bible, New International Version®, NIV®. Copyright © 1973, 1978, 1984, 2011
by Biblica, Inc.® Used by permission of Zondervan. All rights reserved worldwide.
www.Zondervan.com. The “NIV” and “New International Version” are trademarks registered in
the United States Patent and Trademark Office by Biblica, Inc.®Scripture quotations marked
CSB are taken from the Christian Standard Bible®. Copyright © 2017 by Holman Bible



Publishers. Used by permission. Christian Standard Bible® and CSB® are federally registered
trademarks of Holman Bible Publishers.Scripture quotations marked ESV are taken from the
ESV® Bible (The Holy Bible, English Standard Version®). Copyright © 2001 by Crossway, a
publishing ministry of Good News Publishers. Used by permission. All rights reserved.Scripture
quotations marked MSG are taken from THE MESSAGE. Copyright © 1993, 2002, 2018 by
Eugene H. Peterson. Used by permission of NavPress. All rights reserved. Represented by
Tyndale House Publishers, a Division of Tyndale House Ministries.Any internet addresses,
phone numbers, or company or product information printed in this book are offered as a
resource and are not intended in any way to be or to imply an endorsement by Thomas Nelson,
nor does Thomas Nelson vouch for the existence, content, or services of these sites, phone
numbers, companies, or products beyond the life of this book.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-
Publication DataNames: Albers, Jenny, 1983- author.Title: Courageously expecting : 30 days of
encouragement during pregnancy after loss / Jenny Albers.Description: Nashville, Tennessee :
Nelson Books, [2022] | Summary: “Using Scripture and personal narrative, Courageously
Expecting empathizes with and empowers women to face a pregnancy after loss with faith and
courage, despite inevitable feelings of grief and fear that accompany life after losing a baby”--
Provided by publisher.Subjects: LCSH: Mothers--Religious life. | Pregnant women--Religious life.
| Mothers--Prayers and devotions. | Pregnant women--Prayers and devotions. | Perinatal death--
Religious aspects--Christianity. | Bereavement--Religious aspects--Christianity.Classification:
LCC BV4529 .A39 2022 (print) | LCC BV4529 (ebook) | DDC 248.8/66--dc23LC record available
at https://lccn.loc.gov/2021019705LC ebook record available at https://
lccn.loc.gov/2021019706Epub Edition October 2021 9781400228249Printed in the United
States of America22 23 24 25 26  LSC  10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1Information about External
Hyperlinks in this ebookPlease note that the endnotes in this ebook may contain hyperlinks to
external websites as part of bibliographic citations. These hyperlinks have not been activated by
the publisher, who cannot verify the accuracy of these links beyond the date of publicationFor
Luke:Thank you for loving me through the darknessand walking in faith when I could not.I love
you.For Annabel and Aksel:You bring nothing but light and color to my life.You’re both my
favorites.For Micah and my baby without a name:You’ve impacted my life for the better.You are
forever loved.ContentsCoverTitle PageCopyrightIntroduction: An Invitation to Carry On in
CourageDay 1 The Courage to Try AgainDay 2 Choosing Hope over DoubtDay 3 The
Courage to Rejoice Today Without Knowing What Tomorrow HoldsDay 4 The Courage to Say
“I’m Pregnant”Day 5 Imagining a Different Ending When History Begins to Repeat ItselfDay 6
The Courage to Stay Grounded When Storm Clouds HoverDay 7 Boldly Putting on the
Armor of GodDay 8 The Courage to Endure the Long, Hard WaitDay 9 The Courage to
Choose a New Medical TeamDay 10 Choosing to Focus on Your Pregnancy Instead of Envying
HersDay 11 The Courage to Believe God Made Your Body CapableDay 12 The Courage to
Seek Comfort in God Instead of GoogleDay 13 Changing the Narrative on What-IfDay 14 The
Courage to Ask for and Accept HelpDay 15 Holding Fast to the Assurance of What Cannot Be



Taken from YouDay 16 The Courage to Let Grief and Joy DanceDay 17 The Courage to
Believe in a MiracleDay 18 The Courage to Create Tangible Forms of HopeDay 19 Finding
Peace in the FogDay 20 Refuge for When You Are ExposedDay 21 The Courage to Take the
PictureDay 22 A Place Where Honesty Is Met with UnderstandingDay 23 The Courage to
Shamelessly Depend on GodDay 24 Uprooting the Seeds of GuiltDay 25 The Courage to
Celebrate Each MilestoneDay 26 Casting Out Bitterness When Casual Comments HurtDay 27
The Courage to Carry On in Your Weakness and God’s StrengthDay 28 The Courage to Trust
the God of RestorationDay 29 The Courage to (Finally) SurrenderDay 30 Courageously
Believing That Joy Will Come in the Morning—Even IfAcknowledgmentsNotesAbout the
AuthorIntroductionAN INVITATION TO CARRY ON IN COURAGEMotherhood was supposed to
be the “happily ever after” that came second only to marriage.When my husband and I decided
we were ready to start a family, I had a vision of what that would look like—of how motherhood
would go. I’d get pregnant exactly when I wanted to; we’d have three children, each three years
apart; and we’d carry on unscathed, never knowing that sometimes these things don’t go as
planned.My vision didn’t include loss or complicated pregnancies, but those things became part
of my reality anyway, and more than once the maternal happiness I’d pictured was replaced by
grief.Sure, I knew that miscarriages happen, and maybe I even had a vague understanding that
sometimes babies die, though the idea of that was far too obscure for me to actually
comprehend. As absurd as it sounds now, that’s about all I knew. I was mostly unaware that
pregnancy doesn’t always go as planned. The term stillbirth had never been on my radar. In fact,
I don’t think I’d ever heard the word uttered. I’d seen something about an ectopic pregnancy in a
TV drama but failed to consider that such things can happen in real life too. And as far as
complications in pregnancy go, I figured morning sickness was about it.Never could I have
imagined that I would lose not one baby, but two. After a healthy and perfectly normal first
pregnancy, I thought our future as a family was set, believing two more babies would join us as
easily as the first one had. I had no reason to believe that the story line for my subsequent
pregnancies would unfold in any way other than that of my first, ending with a baby in my
arms.But I quickly discovered that’s not always the case—even when pregnancy crosses into
the “safe zone” of the second trimester. Less than six weeks into my second pregnancy, a
niggling pain in my lower right side vied for my attention. Though I knew better, I didn’t give it
much thought until it intensified to the point that I could no longer deny it—or the reality that it
was likely a serious threat to my baby and my body.After trying to push through, even running
errands and engaging in my daughter’s preschool dance class, I ended up writhing on the living
room floor in unspeakable pain.Something was wrong.Hours later, in the frenzied atmosphere of
the ER, I discovered I was experiencing an ectopic pregnancy. The fertilized egg, which held the
very beginning stages of my baby’s life, had implanted in my fallopian tube rather than my
uterus, and the microscopic being inside me would never grow to see the world outside my body.
With my daughter well on her way to her third birthday, the plans for my children to be spaced
three years apart fell to pieces.Nine months later, I became pregnant again. After an early



ultrasound confirmed that the pregnancy was viable, and that the fertilized egg had indeed
implanted where it was supposed to, I felt relieved. And yet, I still sensed that something was off.
Even as my pregnancy progressed into the second trimester with no sign of trouble, I couldn’t
settle comfortably into the idea of bringing my baby home.Almost one year to the date of my
ectopic pregnancy, at seventeen weeks and six days pregnant, my water broke, sending my first
pregnancy after loss into a tailspin of ER visits and appointments with maternal-fetal medicine
specialists. For nearly three weeks, my baby and I held on. The prognosis wasn’t good, and
while I certainly believed that God could save my baby’s life, I didn’t get the impression that a
miracle was on the horizon. In fact, I knew my baby was going to die, but I carried him until his
heart and my body gave out.Micah was born silent and still on January 31, 2015, at which point
the vision I’d had for growing our family went black.For months, my husband and I agonized over
whether or not to try conceiving again. After two consecutive losses, it seemed unlikely that
something would go right in a future pregnancy. Choosing to hope felt daunting, and just the
potential of experiencing another loss felt like more than my heart could handle.Even if I did
become pregnant again, I knew that my unencumbered days of pregnancy were over. No longer
did I associate carrying a child with joy and the anticipation of cradling a newborn baby against
my chest. No longer would my experience of pregnancy be carefree, with the biggest concerns
being how to decorate the nursery, choosing the perfect baby name, or deciding whether to buy
the gray or the black car seat. No longer was success promised. No longer did becoming
pregnant foretell the arrival of a new family member.But we carried on anyway, my heart
mustering the courage to hope for another living child while my head told me it was too risky.
Which is why, in November 2015, when two pink lines stared at me from behind the small plastic
window of a pregnancy test, I felt more bewildered than anything. I was pregnant for the fourth
time. The year had started with loss and was ending with new life—but how long that life might
last was a mystery.Most people would say I was “expecting,” but it was more complicated than
that. What was I expecting? Was I expecting life or death? Was I expecting to leave the hospital
with or without my baby? Was I expecting a full-term birth or an early death? And even in the
case of a full-term birth, I knew I wasn’t guaranteed to deliver a living child.In my experience, the
people familiar only with positive pregnancy outcomes were oblivious to the contradictory
feelings and complexities that accompanied pregnancy after loss. It was as if becoming
pregnant again erased the two previous pregnancies and the memory of the babies who once
existed but didn’t survive. Those around me all seemed so . . . enthusiastic. Unlike me, they
automatically viewed my pregnancy as normal, as if there were nothing at all to be concerned
about. To them, of course, it was a pregnancy that would end with a baby, prompting few
concerns greater than sore nipples and sleepless nights.But I knew that was only if my body
cooperated.Now, don’t get me wrong. I was surrounded by people who loved me and cared
about my unborn baby. But the comments meant to assure me that all would end well only made
me feel misunderstood and alone.Before loss, the idea that the emotions surrounding
pregnancy could be so complicated had never entered my consciousness. Joy. Excitement.



Glee. These were the feelings I was supposed to have. But fear, anxiety, and a sense of doom?
Well, like loss, such things aren’t typically discussed in the pregnancy guidebooks. But as any
mom who has experienced loss knows, these feelings are the reality of pregnancy after loss,
which only left me feeling more isolated in my grief.Friend, does any of this sound familiar? The
emotional turmoil, loneliness, and feeling that you don’t quite fit in with other pregnant women,
not to mention the grief that still lingers from losing a precious baby? Even when we cling to
hope, fear is ever present and trying to pry it from our grip. But amid the swirl of our emotions is a
steady God. He is our certainty when pregnancy is not.Hope is hard. I think most women who
are pregnant after loss would agree that it’s the second-hardest experience of their lives. To lose
a baby is the hardest, but to choose to hope for life after loss, knowing that it might not come?
Well, that may as well be the definition of hard. But you know what else it is? Courageous.
Because choosing to try again when fear is ever present and nothing is promised is not for the
faint of heart.Even when we feel misunderstood by the world at large, even when we feel alone
in the uncertainty of how pregnancy will end, God sees our hardship and is right there with us.
I’m not sure I’ve ever been as afraid or ever relied as much on God as when I was pregnant after
losing Micah—when loss no longer seemed like a so-called fluke. Pages and pages of my
journal, scribbled with notes about anxiety and hope and gratitude and uncertainty—along with
prayers and Scripture references—are proof of my need for God. They reflect my deep fear,
pronounced sorrow, breath-stopping panic, and cautious hope, with pleas to strengthen my
body and my faith, laid before God in black and white.And that’s what you’ll find in these pages
too. The authentic and valid emotions that are part of the pregnancy-after-loss journey and the
reality that God, in his goodness, has not left us to travel it alone. Because of God’s presence,
his grace, and his promises, we can navigate the threatening waters of pregnancy after loss with
courage, despite the inevitable waves of turmoil. Because courage isn’t the absence of fear; it’s
moving forward and tackling challenges despite fear.Whether you’re pregnant again or still in the
stages of considering becoming so, it is my prayer that this book will remind you that you aren’t
alone. I’m walking with you as a mom who knows the devastation of losing a baby and the
anxiety around trying to carry another one into existence.And the God who delights in the
creation of new life as much as you do walks ahead of us both.Courageously Expecting isn’t
about knowing what comes next. It’s about choosing to look for beauty, goodness, and hope
right now, in the midst of a pregnancy so often marked by uncertainty and fear. For thirty days
you’ll journey with me through my own pregnancy after the loss of Micah. You’ll stop to pray,
reflect on how loss has colored your subsequent pregnancy, and be encouraged to move
forward in faith. You’ll also find letter-writing prompts to help you connect with your baby during a
time in which bonding can be difficult. I don’t expect that any of this will change the difficulties of
your circumstances, but my hope is that it will help sustain you by showing that you are fully
seen.Friend, as you embark on this journey of pregnancy after loss, I pray you’ll find the strength
to carry on in courage and faith.Day 1THE COURAGE TO TRY AGAINFor I am the LORD your
Godwho takes hold of your right handand says to you, Do not fear;I will help you.—ISAIAH



41:13The morning sun accentuated the leaves dangling outside my window, drawing my
attention to stunning shades of yellow, orange, and red. The world had turned warm and golden,
and though winter’s bitter conditions seemed a distant memory, a chill continued to rattle my
bones.I hadn’t forgotten the circumstances that had landed me in the hospital on a cold January
night months earlier. In fact, the trauma and heartache of that night were still fresh as my body,
heart, and mind continued to grieve the baby who was born but never took a breath. The chill of
death haunted me, and the world felt cold. The baby I had carried for over twenty weeks had
slipped silently into heaven. The delivery room was quiet—no crying, no clapping, no
congratulatory shouts, no laughter—just sorrow and the hush of death. I held my baby in the
palms of my hands, trying to memorize his face, his fingers and toes, his weightlessness, before
returning his tiny, still body to my nurse. Luke and I named our precious, gone-too-soon baby
Micah. Then we made plans for his remains and completed my discharge paperwork. I left the
hospital feeling defeated, returning home with an empty womb and arms that longed to hold the
child who had been formed within me. My own child had left this earth a stranger because I
hadn’t had the chance to meet him before his heart stopped beating.A few weeks after that awful
night, with tearful eyes and a shaking voice, I timidly asked my doctor when it would be safe to
try conceiving again. She advised that I wait at least six months to allow my body, and my heart,
time to recover. Thus began the months of simultaneously tracking how many weeks pregnant I
should be while counting down the weeks to when I could, potentially, become pregnant again.
Under normal circumstances, I would have still been counting down the weeks to my due date,
to Micah’s expected arrival. But Micah was already gone, and because of that there was an
acute emptiness in my womb that physically hurt. Though I was eager for that emptiness to be
filled, the thought of it terrified me.The days crept by, and I watched the scenery of the natural
world slowly change. Colorful tulips and sunny daffodils appeared in places that had been snow
covered and barren. Carpets of lush green grass and bright dandelions were a welcome change
from winter’s drab landscape and spring’s unpredictability, signaling the arrival of the time when,
according to my doctor, it was safe to try again. The world was coming back to life all around me,
and while I longed for my womb to do the same, I wasn’t yet ready to pursue another pregnancy.
I knew all too well that it would never truly be safe to do so because, just like spring weather,
pregnancy had proven to be anything but predictable.After experiencing pregnancy loss, one
might find it difficult to imagine that any pregnancy might have a positive outcome. Women
routinely experience successful pregnancies, and babies are born alive and healthy every day,
but when you’re heartbroken and observing the unfolding of a story you desperately want to be a
part of, those things can seem like an impossibility. When your own pregnancy has ended with
the words “I’m so sorry,” it becomes all too easy to believe that a normal pregnancy is impossible
—at least for you.The aftermath of loss continued to contaminate my life, even when the window
to try again finally opened, allowing the air of possibility to drift in. I continued to see pregnancy
through the shadow of loss. I knew how fragile the experience could be and how easily it could
break my heart—again. I was afraid to take another chance on a pregnancy that wouldn’t be



guaranteed, but by the time autumn’s splendor arrived—three months after I’d been given the go-
ahead to try again—I knew I was as ready as I would ever be. The trees displayed their most
brilliant colors, yet the beauty was veiled by my fear. I was afraid another pregnancy would leave
me shrouded in a thicker, more suffocating veil of darkness. If things had gone as planned, I
would have been holding a baby in my arms as the leaves crisped and the air cooled. Just as
nature can stir up a blizzard in the middle of May, I’d learned that pregnancy can create a storm
of its own.While I continued to grieve for my stillborn child, I longed for my womb to be
expanding with life. But the conflicting feelings between my head and my heart had not yet been
resolved. There was a constant murmur within me as two distinct voices—my heart and my head
—whispered conflicting opinions on whether or not it was wise to try conceiving again.My heart
longed to carry another baby, to give birth, to expand our family with another living child. With its
every beat, I was reminded that we had had one successful pregnancy and were raising our
beautiful daughter. And my heart dared to believe in the possibility of giving her a living
sibling.But my head told me it wasn’t possible, almost mocking the whispers of hope that
emanated from my broken yet cautiously optimistic heart. If God wanted you to have another
child, he wouldn’t have turned the previous two lives you carried to dust. My body had failed
twice, and my mind—or rather, the Enemy—preyed on its weakness. While I was not at fault for
either of my losses, the battle between my head and my heart made it difficult to discern
between truth and lies. You are responsible for the death of your babies—and for the heartache
of your family. Do you really want to do that to them again? How could I even consider another
pregnancy when I knew it could end up hurting not only me but also the ones I loved?I hated
what pregnancy loss had done to my family, and I hated what it had done to my heart. I hated
that my attempts at family planning hadn’t gone according to my plan. Pregnancy was supposed
to result in raising a child, but instead it had crashed my world, bringing me to my knees. I
watched families around me grow, yet mine seemed to remain stagnant. I hated that my
motherhood story was steeped in grief while others seemed to be writing stories of nothing but
joy.And yet I loved the idea of having another child—expanding our family was something both
Luke and I wanted. It would take courage to do so knowing that a now uncertain path might land
us in another pit of despair. While my husband was optimistic—bless his heart—that we had a
good chance at a successful pregnancy, I believed the odds were against us, no matter what the
statistics or doctors said. I had already lost two pregnancies and had no way of knowing if God
would allow me to keep another baby. But I had a choice to make.It wasn’t just a choice about
whether or not to try again; I needed to choose who I was going to listen to. I could choose to
listen to the Enemy, backing down in fear and allowing him to take hold of my heart and my
motherhood. Or I could choose to listen to God, embracing his words and promises and trusting
him to redeem the broken parts of my motherhood—even if things didn’t end the way I wanted
them to.In the midst of Satan’s deceitful whispers, I had to remember that he wasn’t in charge. If
he had been, there was no way I would have survived the previous ten months, let alone our
earlier attempt to grow our family from one child to two. It was God who had helped me through



the barrenness of pregnancy loss and gripped my hand when I didn’t think I could keep going. If I
refused to keep living—if I gave up and allowed my heart to be bound up in insecurity and fear—
I’d be just where Satan wanted me. But if I chose to put my heart on the line, to risk loss in the
name of love, I’d be headed straight toward God—to a place where I would be forced to rely on
him, forced to trust him, forced to accept the help that only he could offer.Friend, it takes courage
to keep going when your baby’s heart has stopped. And when it comes to pregnancy after
miscarriage or stillbirth, it takes courage to try again when previous attempts have, at times,
made you wish your own heart had stopped. It takes courage to attempt what seems impossible
—to believe that God might write a happy ending to your story of loss even when he has allowed
it to be so painful. It takes courage to allow yourself to dream again when you’ve become so
intimately acquainted with the things of nightmares. And it takes courage to give your hand to
God and allow him to lead you through what could very well be a treacherous journey.Yes, it
takes courage to forge ahead when hope and healing have been in short supply; yet you have
been courageous all along and accompanied by a God who hasn’t left your side. In pursuing a
subsequent pregnancy, you’re courageously choosing to believe that God is good and that he
can redeem your history of loss—even when you don’t understand why it’s part of your story in
the first place.Even with loss still fresh in your mind, you can find the courage to try again by
leaning on the God of help. Read his promises and let them sink into your empty spaces. Slip
your hand in his, and rest in the certainty that he won’t let go. Walk bravely forward knowing he’s
walking right next to you.God, you tell me that children are a precious gift, and, oh, how aware I
am of that truth! I long to carry a precious baby in my womb. I long to give birth to a living child
and raise that child in your name. But my body has become a barrier in doing so. God, as I
consider another pregnancy, help me to tune out the accusatory and pessimistic voices that
plague my mind. Remind me that those voices are not from you. Help me remember that you are
my helper and not someone who wants to hurt me. I’m still hurting. I still long for my child who
never took a breath on this earth. And I still wonder why you allowed my baby to die. Remind me
that you have grasped my hand and are leading me through the shadows that mark my life. You
are my help, God, in the seasons past and the seasons to come. When I am afraid of what the
future holds, let me find peace in knowing that you hold me.REFLECTIONIn what ways has God
led you during your journey toward another pregnancy? What does courage look like for you in
the midst of conflicting messages between your head and your heart?LETTERIf you could
speak to your baby, what would you say about having faith and courage now in relation to the
risk of what might come next?Day 2CHOOSING HOPE OVER DOUBT“For I know the plans I
have for you,” declaresthe LORD, “plans to prosper you and not to harmyou, plans to give you
hope and a future.”—JEREMIAH 29:11Nine months after losing Micah, Luke and I decided to
start trying for another baby. Shortly after making this decision, I went away for the weekend with
some girlfriends, which gave my brain a slight reprieve from the constant pregnancy- and grief-
related thoughts I had. Upon returning home from that trip, I was settling onto the couch to wind
down when I suddenly felt sick to my stomach.The sensation came out of nowhere, and while I



briefly considered the possibility I could be pregnant, I ultimately brushed it off as my body’s
response to a lack of sleep and poor food choices over the course of a long weekend. After all,
there was no way I could be pregnant. At least, that’s what I told myself.
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Crystal, “GET THIS BOOK!!!. I'm currently 30 weeks with my surviving twin after loosing Baby B
early in this pregnancy and I'm no stranger to loss as I have had 5 consecutive miscarriages
before this pregnancy and 2 other miscarriages between my 7 and 5 year olds. (total of 8 babies
in heaven). Needless to say this pregnancy has been wrought with fears, doubts, and grief and
this book speaks directly to my heart. The author cites specific scriptures that we can lean on
during these difficult times and remember that no matter the outcome, we can have peace and
we can rest in our Lord.Weather you are pregnant after loss, considering TTC after loss, or if you
are the friend or family member of someone who is pregnant after loss or TTC after loss, GET
THIS BOOK.... there is so much in this book but I love that it is broken down into manageable
"daily" readings.”

PrettyEr, “A must read for every mother expecting after loss. Like Jenny, I have also lost two
babies. After two deaths in our family it was a really hard decision to try to expand our family
again. This book came out at just the right time. I’ve followed Jenny on social media for years
and the day I found out I was pregnant for the fourth time, I discovered this book on her
Facebook. This book has been a constant companion in the 9 weeks I have been pregnant. I cry,
I highlight, I feel seen, and I feel understood. I am so pleased with this amazing book and the
work Jenny put into it for moms expecting after loss. The book’s goal is to help us be courageous
as we anticipate God’s faithfulness in our lives. It does just that and so much more. I also believe
it was incredible courageous of Jenny to write this book. Thankful.”

J Hurtado, “Poignant, introspective and inspiring. Author Jenny Albers does a magnificent job of
describing the heartbreak of pregnancy loss; the disappointment, the defeat, and most
importantly the fear that comes with trying to conceive again.Jenny both honors the complex
emotions of the grief experience and gently challenges the reader to dare to dream, and lean
into God to take care of the rest.This book was magnificently challenging as we look to resume
trying to conceive amidst uncertain times. It granted reassurance and permission to be human,
to hold space for doubt but feel guiltless in celebrating new life growing within, whenever that
day may come.Thank you for your work. This is exactly what my heart and spirit needed.”

Anne, “THE book for pregnancy after loss. Courageously Expecting is THE companion for every
mom pregnant after loss. It describes so well how hard this season of life is and all the emotions
involved—grief, anxiety, hope, joy. It makes loss moms feel seen while encouraging us to find joy
and hope in the middle of the uncertainty or pregnancy after loss. Each chapter includes
prompts to help us reflect and process the complexities of loss and pregnancy after loss, as well
as prompts to help us connect with the baby we are carrying. Pregnancy after loss is hard and
Courageously Expecting makes us feel less alone.”



Maryanne, “A gift for loss mothers. Courageously Expecting is a gift for women who are pregnant
after loss. The author is open and honest about the challenges facing women expecting rainbow
babies. Only those who have experienced pregnancy loss and are pregnant again can truly
understand all that is going on in the heart and mind of a woman who is expecting a baby after
loss. Alber’s faith in God shines throughout the book and her understanding that, regardless of
the outcome, God will be with her and joy will come again. It is also a book for those who have
lost babies and not been pregnant again - it validates their grief (often not understood or
acknowledged in the past) and promises that joy will again be in their lives.”

Joshua D., “Necessary for mothers walking through pregnancy after loss. I feel this book is
necessary for every mother navigating pregnancy after loss. It is both comforting and
challenging as Jenny validates all the things a mother might be feeling, while being vulnerable
about the lessons she learned through her own experience. As a mother who works with
pregnant and postpartum women I highly recommend this book to mothers who feel like they are
alone on this difficult journey.”

April, “How did she know what was going on in my head?. I can not believe how well written this
book is and how she put into words exactly how I was feeling during my pregnancies after loss.
Jenny Albers sure has a way with words and I want to thank her for sharing her journey so that
the rest of us don't feel so alone. Both of my boys were pregnancies after loss and this book
really is amazing. Best book I've read in a long time.”

Mary Holloman, “This is the book I've been waiting for. I lost three babies in 2019 and became
pregnant again in 2020. I gave birth to a healthy baby girl in spring 2021. As I read Courageously
Expecting, it honestly felt as if Jenny and I had walked through our pregnancies together. All the
fear, anxiety, sadness, and joy - that odd mix of so many seemingly contradictory emotions - is
perfectly verbalized by this book. Pregnancy after loss can feel so lonely, but reading this
reminded me that I'm never alone. Highly recommend this book for anyone who has experienced
loss, and it would make an excellent gift for the loved ones in your life who are pregnant or
looking ahead to pregnancy after loss”

The book by Jenny Albers has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 59 people have provided feedback.
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